License Review
for Oracle E-Business Suite
Financial loss from license misuse is a common risk most
organizations using Oracle EBS face. Having insight into how
your organization is utilising Oracle EBS is an essential part of
keeping control of your licensing costs.
A Complex Problem
With hundreds or thousands or users, thousands of functions and
processes across multiple modules deployed via hundreds of complex
roles and responsibilities can mean keeping control of license usage can
be extremely difficult, if not impossible.

An Ongoing Requirement
Reviewing your application license usage is not something you do once
and forget about, it is an ongoing requirement that you should revisit
periodically to ensure your license usage remains under control.

License Review Made Simple
CS License greatly simplifies the review process by analysing what your
active users have access to in terms of the individual functions and
processes to give you a detailed analysis of exactly who can do what. With
this raw data, we can determine how many users you have that are likely
to require licenses for a given module. This can help ensure that your
license usage is closer to what it should be.

Simple and Fully Integrated

A key issue to overcome is knowing who within your organization has
CS License is simplicity itself; define your license buckets, and CS License does the rest.
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Conduct reviews at any time
Summary Analysis by module
Summary Analysis by user
Summary Analysis by responsibility
Detailed analysis showing all access points
Extensible License Bucketing
Document your findings
Actionable results

Key Benefits
✓ Help control license usage
✓ Help avoid unintended costs
✓ Substantial time savings

Oracle EBS Releases
11.5.10.x
12.0.x
12.1.x
12.2.x
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